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None of This Smells Right
None of it.
I have had time to snoop around some more, and the deeper I delve into this dog pile the worse it
smells and more bizarre it gets.
Just for starters, it turns out that "adrenochrome" and "White Rabbit" are nothing but new names
for epinephrine. Epinephrine was a common-as-dirt ingredient in cold and flu medicines for
generations.
I've read "ephinephrine" on boxes of over the counter drugs for years and so have you, if you are
over the age of 18. Chances are, you've taken it, too, as part of these patent medications
promoted by companies like Bayer.
Then, consider that epinephrine, aka, adrenochrome, aka, "White Rabbit" --- is being touted as a
drug that can take you on trips without going anywhere and as an aphrodisiac and as the fountain
of youth, too. Sound familiar? It should.
This is the stock and trade shinola for every drug pusher on the planet.
What this is looking like, folks, is a drug war---- a mercenary "war" to corner the market on another
"controlled substance"---- and profit from it. They lost their war on controlling cannabis, so now
they are trying to corner the market on epinephrine. That's what it looks like.
Why else dream up new names for an old drug? Why try to demonize it as "adrenochrome" and
describe it as "White Rabbit"?
What does it mean when they say that a factory outside Wuhan was producing adrenochrome --aka, epinephrine? Of course, there are factories all over China producing medications, most of
which go to the US ---- so why wouldn't there be a factory in Wuhan producing epinephrine?
They meant to give you the idea that the Chinese were involved in some bestial process of
harvesting blood from terrified children and enslaved women in order to extract "adrenochrome"
--- aka, epinephrine ---from it.
But that is complete nonsense.
We've had the ability to synthesize all the epinephrine we could ever use for over a century. It's a
stupidly simple molecule. A third year chemistry student can cook it up in the basement. No need
to go around snatching and "sacrificing" kids to get pure epinephrine.

So maybe there is some nutcase Satanic Cult that uses epinephrine for illicit cult practices, maybe
these nutcases really do "harvest" the drug using torture, etc. Most drugs that have psychotropic
effects have been used for "religions" in the past, and maybe epinephrine is one of those. It's
possible.
But it's just as possible that the British Crown is up to its old tricks and funding its Black Ops
budget off of money skimmed from selling illegal and illicit drugs and controlling the sources of
these drugs. The more illegal, illicit, and "bad" they can make these drugs sound to the gullible
public, the higher the street price.
Imagine the sickos of the world hearing about all the highs they can get from taking
"adrenochrome" ---- not realizing that its just another name for epinephrine? Then imagine
justifying the high cost of this illegal drug by telling people it only comes from the blood of terrified
human sacrifices?
Woo-hoo. The cynics among us are shaking our heads.
What a con. What an absolute boondoggle.
So, what if you develop a virus that interacts with the epinephrine and leaves a marker in the
bloodstream of users? Now, you have guilty parties known to have taken this evil newly-renamed
drug, presumed to have come from the blood of human sacrifice victims?
But what if it came from a test tube in someone's basement instead?
Or from a factory in Wuhan, China, producing epinephrine for inclusion in still-legal patent
medicines?
See that same old pattern of renaming and re-branding at work?
Call it "epinephrine" and its good.
Call it "adrenochrome" or "White Rabbit" and its bad, bad, bad.
And its the same molecule. The same exact chemical compound.
Now, I don't have a second thought about the necessity of suppressing and destroying Satanic
Cults that snatch children and enslave women for any purpose. Simply enslaving other people is
reason enough to destroy such groups. Their religious freedom begins and ends with the freedom
owed to others to live and be free.
Line up any cultists engaged in snatching and torturing and sacrificing children for any reason, and
I will personally shoot every single one of them and kick their dead bodies into an open ditch. I
trust that is true for just about any grandma worldwide.
That part is simple enough.
The part that isn't simple is why we are being lied to? Why is epinephrine being renamed
adrenochrome?
Why does adrenochrome have a Street Name --- "White Rabbit" --- if it is not already being sold as
an illegal drug?
Why is the price of "White Rabbit" being pushed up with this ridiculous Street Cred, about having
to harvest it from the blood of human sacrifice victims?
Why all this "promotion" when you can make epinephrine any time you really want to, with three
common ingredients, a test tube, and a Bunsen burner?

The only realistic answer is that the same parties that have financed their Black Ops off of illicit
drug sales ever since the Opium Wars, are engaged in a trade war with China to control and profit
from epinephrine, aka, adrenochrome, aka, "White Rabbit".
And the Corona Virus being used as a marker? That's just the Queen tracking down alternate
sources and users, seeking to suppress and control the trade.
What if you have bilked everyone and sold "adrenochrome" synthesized in a lab for $200,000 an
ounce, and sold this crazy cover story that it came from the blood of human sacrifices (because a
long, long time ago, it did) and a group of wannabe drug producers actually take it literally and
start snatching kids and killing them so that they can get into the market?
Well, then, you've got the situation we've apparently got now --- illicit drug wars spilling over into
general society and causing no end of problems. If the street value of the "White Rabbit" is high
enough, the danger involved in snatching and torturing kids to harvest it becomes a cost of doing
business.
And the solution to this is?
Legalize epinephrine and make it readily available again. Expose the fact that "adrenochrome" and
"White Rabbit" are just other names for epinephrine. Tank the market and end the motivation for
the murderers.
Do a mop up of the Satanic Cults that actually believe in this occultist drug use as a "religious"
experience, shoot em up with all the lab synthesized epinephrine they can stand, and let them
twitch themselves to death.
Don't lock down the entire world economy over more lies and more illicit drug wars.
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